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Abstract. Enterprise Modeling (EM) has established itself as a valuable 
instrument for various purposes related to organizational development, such as 
designing or redesigning the business, eliciting requirements for information 
systems, capturing and reasoning about organizational knowledge. A notable 
characteristic of EM is its collaborative way of stakeholder involvement in 
modeling. Much of the success of projects using EM depends on how the EM 
process is organized and on the competence level of the expert responsible for 
the EM approach. This paper analyses what are the competence needs for the 
method expert and what competences are needed in the different steps in the 
EM process. The EM process described consists of activities for project 
inception and planning, conducting modeling sessions, and delivering a result 
that can be taken up by a subsequent implementation project. Two main 
competence areas are discussed in relation to the EM process – competences 
related to modeling and competences related to managing EM projects. 
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1   Introduction 

Enterprise Modeling (EM) is a process where an integrated and negotiated model 
describing different aspects of an enterprise is created. An Enterprise Model consists 
of a number of related “sub-models”, each describing the enterprise from a particular 
perspective, e.g. processes, business rules, goals, actors and concepts. EM has for 
some years been a central theme in information systems (IS) engineering research. 
There are two main reasons for using EM [1]: 

Developing the business – this entails developing business vision, strategies, 
redesigning the way the business operates, developing the supporting information 
systems, capturing IS requirements, etc.  

Ensuring the quality of the business – here the focus is on two issues: 1) sharing 
the knowledge about the business, its vision, the way it operates, and 2) ensuring the 
acceptance of business decisions through committing the stakeholders to the decisions 
made.  
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Examples of EM methods can be found in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12]. 
Examples of application domains for EM can be found in [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 
and 20].  

Some method developers have advocated a participatory way of working (see e.g. 
[7, 8, and 21]). In facilitated group modeling, participation is consensus-driven in the 
sense that it is the domain stakeholders who “own” the model and govern its contents. 
In contrast, consultative participation means that analysts create models and domain 
stakeholders are then consulted in order to validate the models.  

In the participatory approach to EM, stakeholders meet in modeling sessions, led 
by a facilitator, to create models collaboratively. In the modeling sessions, models are 
often documented on large plastic sheets using paper cards. The “plastic wall” is 
viewed as the official “minutes” of the session, for which every participant is 
responsible. Establishing effective and consensus-driven participation requires: 

- achieving active communication and lively discussion between individuals and 
between groups of individuals. This increases the chances of identifying 
different views on the problem to be discussed. 

- creating a group, i.e. to make people feel that they work towards the same goal 
which increases the chances of achieving a good modelling result.  

More on the participative approach to EM can be found e.g. in [8 and 21]. The EM 
process described in this paper is based on the view that a participatory way of 
working is the main approach to EM.  

A large amount of research has been dedicated to the development of new 
modeling languages and to the refinement of existing EM languages, while their use 
in practice has attracted much less attention. EM practice can be discussed from a 
number of alternative perspectives, such as e.g.: 

- the ability of modeling languages to express aspects of the domain being modeled, 
- the usability of modeling languages,  
- the role of enterprise models in information systems engineering,  
- the effect on the systems development process of using enterprise models, and 
- the applicability of modeling languages in different contexts.  

This paper addresses a perspective on EM that has been more or less neglected in the 
scientific literature: the competency of the modeling practitioner. Some references 
exist (see e.g. [7, 8 and 21]), which mainly focus on the modeling expert in her/his 
capacity as facilitator. We have not found any previous research that takes a broader 
view on the competency required throughout a whole EM project. 

Therefore, the goal of the paper is to define a set of core competencies for the 
modeling practitioner and to relate these core competencies to a detailed stereotype 
EM project process. A modeling practitioner is defined as someone who is 
responsible for running part of or the whole EM project process towards effectively 
achieving its goals. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the concept 
of EM competence. In Section 3 the research approach is presented. The process of a 
stereotypical EM project is defined in Section 4, while the core competences related 
to the defined EM process are included in Section 5. The paper ends with some 
concluding remarks in Section 6. 
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2   EM Competence – A Critical Resource to Achieve the  
Goals of EM 

Human knowledge and competence is a critical resource for achieving the goals of 
EM. There are two reasons for this: 

- Models contain human knowledge about an organization in its current or 
perceived future state. We need domain experts who contribute this knowledge. 

- The knowledge that domain experts have needs to be captured and structured in 
enterprise models that contribute to the EM goals. We need modeling practitioners 
who are able to do this.  

The concept of competency is complex and can be defined in a number of ways. For 
the purposes of this paper we state that competency has four main aspects:  

1) Knowledge - a person’s factual knowledge about a specific subject matter, as a 
result of e.g. education. 

2) Skills- a person’s ability to actually use the knowledge to achieve goals. 
3) Individual properties- a wide range of personal characteristics e.g. social skills, 

intelligence, flexibility, integrity, ability to co-operate, courage etc. 
4) Willingness to contribute competency - a person’s attitude towards actually 

contributing her/his knowledge and skills to the achievement of goals other than 
her/his own. 

In this paper we concentrate on skills and individual properties, and we particularly 
target the competence of the modeling practitioner. In the following we give an 
overview of the roles in EM. 

An Enterprise Model comprises knowledge about different aspects of some 
organization in its current or perceived future state. Domain experts provide this 
knowledge and are responsible for the correctness and relevance of that knowledge in 
the context of the EM project.  

To create the Enterprise Models, using a participative approach, a modeling 
practitioner is needed. This is the role that the professional EM practitioner plays in 
an EM project. They can take on a number of sub-roles, e.g. EM project leader, 
facilitator of a modeling session, and tool expert. As project leader, the modeling 
practitioner negotiates and plans the modeling project together with the project or 
problem owner. A facilitator moderates each modeling session. In a session there can 
be more than one facilitator and also a tool expert. A larger modeling project will 
typically have several facilitators and tool experts forming a modeling practitioner 
team, which is headed by project leader. The team leader should be an experienced 
facilitator. 

Figure 1 shows the main difference in responsibilities of domain experts and 
modeling practitioners. Arguments for this separation of responsibilities are given in 
[22].  

The main responsibility of the modeling practitioner is that the models produced 
have good enough quality to accomplish the project goals. It is also to ensure that the 
chosen EM method is suitable for modeling the problem at hand and that the method 
is effectively used to accomplish the project goals. This means not only to use the 
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Fig. 1. Actors in EM and their responsibilities 

method’s notation in a reasonable way but to also construct and to run a modeling 
process that makes the best of available resources, e.g. the knowledge and abilities of 
domain experts. The modeling practitioner is also responsible for making sure that the 
project resources are used in a way that enables the modeling project to be completed 
on time and in such a way that the goals are achieved.  

The main challenge of the EM process is to ensure that the quality of its outcome is 
fit for the intended use. Potential outcomes of EM are, e.g., models, decisions and 
enhanced knowledge among those involved in the EM process. Since the EM process 
is highly intellectual, it is dependent on the competence of its participants. If the 
proper EM competence is not available in the EM process, the effects of EM will not 
appear. In the following we will focus on the competence of the EM practitioner. 

3   Research Approach 

The research approach taken in this paper follows the principles of design science 
[23]. This section discusses how the seven guidelines [ibid] of design science have 
been addressed in this research.  

Guidelines 1: Design as an Artifact. We consider the competence profile for EM 
practitioners and its alignment to the EM process a design artifact. It contributes to 
making EM approaches more operational, i.e. easy to use in practice.  

Guideline 2: Problem Relevance. Many organizations struggle to adopt EM and to 
carry out EM projects. Currently the knowledge of what competences and skills are 
needed in a successful project is to a large extent tacit possessed by only a few 
experienced EM practitioners. Hence, this knowledge should be captured and 
presented in such a way it can be applied by a broad range of practitioners. The need 
for addressing the competence issue in EM is supported by interview studies on the 
practice of EM reported in [22] and on the EM tool usage in [24]. 
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Guideline 3: Design Evaluation. The proposed design artifact has been validated 
by informed arguments and its internal consistency has been ensured by linking the 
proposed competence profile to the EM process. In addition the proposed competence 
profile has been applied in field studies of staffing and carrying out real life EM 
projects. More about some of these projects is available [25].  

Guideline 4: Research Contribution. To the best of our knowledge the competence 
needs for EM is relatively unexplored and similar competence profile linked to the 
steps of the EM process does not currently exist.  

Guideline 5: Research Rigor. The initial theoretical constructs of how EM 
application projects should be organized and carried out emerged from grounded 
theory studies reported in [22 and 24], projects such as F3 [8], ELEKTRA [26] and 
HyperKnowledge [27 and 28]. The findings were further extended by participating in 
and analysis experiences from EM activities in projects such as Mapper [29, 30] and 
InfoFlow [31]. All together the findings are based on more than 100 modeling 
sessions during the years from 1993 to present. 

Guideline 6: Design as a Search Process. We have developed the proposed artifact 
iteratively and incrementally over numerous cycles going from generating alternatives 
to then validating them against real life requirements for EM projects and back.   

Guideline 7: Communication of Research. [23] suggest that “design science 
research should be presented to technology-oriented as well as management 
audiences”. The interpretation of this in our case is that the proposed competence 
profile for EM experts should be presented both to researchers developing new EM 
approaches and tools as well as to practitioners using these EM technologies. Hence, 
we choose PoEM as the most suitable forum to present our research.  

4   Enterprise Modeling Projects – A Process View 

This section presents the EM process, shown in figure 2. We consider this a 
stereotyped process, because in real life projects the actual steps and information sets 
might differ slightly. It is also possible that additional steps are needed, e.g. to ensure 
integration with another development project or to involve a broad group of 
stakeholders.  

The EM process follows generic principles of carrying out projects for various 
purposes. This is because we strongly believe that aligning EM activities with the 
general project activities improves stakeholder acceptance of the modeling way of 
working.  

Table 1 shows how different actors are involved in the steps of the EM process.  
Process 1: Define scope and objectives of the EM project. We assume that the EM 

project is commissioned either as a result of selling consulting services or another in-
house development project has decided to address a specific problem area by a 
modeling approach. In either case there usually exists an initial problem statement 
(inf. set 1) and an organizational actor that will benefit from solving the problem– 
problem owner. At this stage the problem owner and the EM project leader should 
discuss the problem to find its boundaries, what the likely ways of solving it might be, 
and what the expected outcomes are. This would form a project definition (inf. set 3). 
In this process model we assume that the organization has already assessed its 
suitability for using the participative approach to EM, but if has not been done, or 
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Inf. 3
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Inf. 1
Initial problem 

statement

External.Proc. 1

Project acquisition and 
initiation process

Inf. 2
Other supporting 
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Inf. 5
Project plan (including 

risk assessment)
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Proc.3
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Proc.5

Interview modeling 
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Proc.4

Gather and analyze 
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Inf. 11
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Inf. 10
Additional information 

about the problem

Proc 6

Prepare modeling 
session

Proc.7

Conduct modeling 
session

Inf. 14
Objectives and plan for 
the modeling session

Inf. 7
Models from other 
relevant projects or 

earlier iterations

Inf. 16
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Inf. 15
List of actions

Proc.8

Write meeting 
minutes

Proc.9
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models

Proc.10

Present the results 
to stakeholders

Inf. 17
Meeting minutes

Inf. 19
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further modeling 
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(bookings, agenda, etc.)

External.Proc. 2

Support project in 
practical matters
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Fig. 2. The EM process model showing processes and information sets 
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Table 1. Actor involvement in the EM process steps (R- responsible, P- participates) 

EM Process Step Problem 
owner 

Domain 
expert 

EM project 
leader 

EM 
facilitator 

Tool 
expert 

P1 Define scope and objectives of the project R  P   
P2 Plan for project activities and resources R  P P  
P3 Plan for modeling session P  R P  
P4 Gather and analyze background information   P R  
P5 Interview modeling participants  P  R  
P6 Prepare modeling session P  P R  
P7 Conduct modeling session  P  R P 
P8 Write meeting minutes   P R P 
P9 Analyze and refine models P  P R P 
P10 Present the results to stakeholders R P P P  

 
 

some doubts arise (e.g. a strong sense of hidden agendas) then the EM project leader 
should assess the situation in the organization. The problem should also be assessed 
for being suitable for EM. More about assessing the organization and the problem at 
hand is available in, e.g. [21, 22, and 29]. If the organization or the problem is found 
to be unsuited for EM, then the problem owner and the project leader should choose 
other ways of solving the problem, e.g. by the consultative approach or by 
brainstorming. When dealing with complex and/or wicked problems [32] it might be 
difficult to formulate a clear problem definition. In such cases the project might 
organize a modeling session with an objective to find out what the real problem is and 
how to tackle it.    

Process 2. Plan for project activities and resources. At this stage the EM project 
leader, problem owner and facilitator plan specific activities to be carried out. This 
includes the overall number and schedule of modeling sessions, the issues addressed 
in them (inf. set 5), as well as indicating relevant domain experts to be involved in the 
modeling sessions later (inf. set 6). Additional issues to pay attention at this stage are 
risk assessment, resource allocation, both for the method provider team and for the 
domain experts, and establishing project groups’ overall authority, i.e. mandate to 
solve the problem. 

Process 3. Plan for modeling session. The objective is to plan a specific modeling 
session, i.e. to set its overall objective and questions to be addressed (inf. set 8). 
Existing models produced in previous modeling session of the project or earlier 
projects in the organization and/or other supporting information might also be 
analyzed. The initial list of relevant domain experts (inf. set 6) should be analyzed 
and candidates for involving in the modeling session should be selected (inf. set 9). 

Process 4 Gather and analyze background information. The modeling facilitator 
usually needs to obtain additional information to learn more about the organization 
and the background of the problem at hand.   

Process 5. Interview modeling participants. The candidates for involving in the 
modeling session (inf. set 9) are interviewed individually in order to learn more about 
their views on the problem at hand (inf. set 11) and to assess the participant’s 
potential contribution at the modeling session (inf. set 12). A benefit for the candidate 
is that he/she is able to learn about the project and the upcoming modeling session in 
advance. In some projects it is beneficial to interview more participants that are going 
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to be used in the modeling sessions, because this allows the project team to learn 
more about the organization and, indirectly, to spread the word about the project and 
the coming change in the organization. 

Process 6. Prepare modeling session. At this stage a detailed plan for the modeling 
session (inf. set 14) is elaborated by analyzing the background material and findings 
from the interviews. This plan should include specific objectives the modeling 
session, specific questions to be addressed, preliminary set of enterprise models to be 
developed (e.g. goal models, concepts models, actor models), a set of driving 
questions for starting the discussion, the expected level of model quality. The 
modeling facilitator should also assess various risks and scenarios of how the 
modeling session might develop. E.g. what are the topics that the participants will not 
talk willingly, what are the topics that might lead the discussion astray, what can 
cause conflicts, how to act in case of a conflict. This should be done in collaboration 
with the problem owner and project leader. The practicalities of the meeting (inf. set 
13) should also be organized, which includes location, agenda, travel plans, etc.  

Process 7. Conduct modeling session. The objective of this paper is not to describe 
details of how a modeling session is conducted. Recommendations of what to do and 
what not to are available, for example, in [29, 30, 33, 34, and 35]. The tangible 
outcome of the modeling session is the models produced (inf. set 16) and an 
additional list of actions for implementing the decisions made during the modeling 
session (inf. set 15). Additional intangible outcomes of modeling are participants’ 
improved understanding of the problem area and a firmer commitment to the 
decisions made [22 and 36].  

Process 8. Write meeting minutes. After the modeling session it is recommended to 
write minutes of the meeting (inf. set 17) which includes the models as in the state 
were produced at the modeling seminar and action list. At this stage the models 
should not be more refined because the main purpose of this activity is to send notes 
to the participants which might also serve as a reminder of the actions that they have 
agreed to be responsible for.   

Process 9. Analyze and refine models. Enterprise Models created at a modeling 
session usually need further refinement in terms of presentation and layout, as well as 
content. The result of the modeling session should also be analyzed with respect to the 
objectives of the session and the project. This either leads the project team to a 
conclusion that the expected result is achieved and can be presented to the 
organization (inf. set 18). Otherwise the team indentifies a set of issues for further 
development and modeling (inf. set 19) and proceeds with planning subsequent 
project activities (process 2). In many cases information sets 18 and 19 are reports of 
the project activities. 

Process 10. Present the results to stakeholders. The modeling project ends with 
presenting the results to the problem owner and relevant stakeholders. A part of this 
presentation is decision making on how the results should be implemented or taken-
up by the organization. It might also be that the stakeholders indentify issues that are 
not resolved and require further development (inf. set 19).  

The EM process we have outlined ends when the problem owner and the involved 
stakeholders feel that they have a result that can be implemented. In practice the EM 
project results will most likely serve as input for another development project, 
including an IT or IS development project.  
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The EM process described in this section may appear easy to conduct on the outset. 
In reality however there are many challenges to succeed and pitfalls to avoid, 
particularly in the project preparation phase (processes 1 to 6). Much of this 
knowledge is related to organizational and social issues and hence is not easily 
formalizable. For example, in [34] we have proposed to capture some of this 
knowledge in the form or anti-patterns. But in addition to capturing and sharing 
knowledge about best and worst practices, much of the success depends also on the 
competence of the modeling facilitator, which we will discuss in the next section. 

5   Core Competences in Enterprise Modeling Projects 

Previous research [22] has identified three levels of EM practitioner competence: 

- Ability to model, which means that a person is able to construct an Enterprise 
Model which is syntactically correct according to the used EM language and that 
the model in a reasonable way reflects the domain and problem in question. 

- Ability to facilitate modeling sessions, which means that a person is able to lead a 
group of domain experts in creating/refining an Enterprise Model and doing it in 
such a way that the group’s knowledge and abilities work together to create a high 
quality model. 

- Ability to lead EM projects towards fulfilling their goals and making the best of 
the project resources. 

The list of relevant competences that are useful for acting at each level can potentially 
be very long. We claim that in order to target the main challenge of the EM process, 
which is to produce an EM outcome that is fit for its intended use, we need to define a 
set of essential core competences that target the quality of the outcome of EM. In the 
following we describe the core competences that our research has yielded so far.  
They fall into two distinct categories: 1) those related to modeling itself, i.e. the 
ability to model and the ability to facilitate participatory modeling session. These 
competences are at the heart of modeling and 2) those related to setting up and 
managing EM projects. 

5.1   Competences Related to Modeling 

The ability to model involves making use of the chosen EM language to create and 
refine enterprise models.  The resulting models should reflect the discussion in the 
modeling session and focus on the problem at hand. Knowing how to use modeling 
tools for documenting and analyzing the modeling result is also included in this 
ability. One important, and sometimes neglected, aspect is the ability to create a 
readable model, because they tend to become large and graphically complex. 

Since we advocate a participatory approach to EM, the ability to facilitate a 
modeling session is essential. Facilitation is a general technique used in group 
processes for a wide variety of purposes, also within EM (see further e.g. [37] and 
International Association for Facilitators (IAF) http://www.iaf-world.org). This ability 
is very much based on knowledge about the effects of modeling, the principles of 
human communication and socialization (especially in groups), as well as the 
conditions of human learning and problem solving (cognition). For EM, some of the 
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more important aspects of this competence are to condense and capture important 
ideas, to pose questions that trigger discussion, to listen, to summarize and generalize, 
as well as to drive the discussion towards fulfilling the goals of the EM session. 

For both of these abilities we want to highlight the fact that the competence 
requirements are quite different if EM is used to capture the current situation 
compared to designing a future situation. In the latter case the ability of the EM 
practitioner will be geared towards drawing out the creativity of the domain experts 
and to guide that creativity towards the goals of the session. 

5.2   Competences Related to Managing EM Projects 

In order for the models to be fit for their intended use, the EM practitioner needs the 
ability to select an appropriate EM approach and tailor it in order to fit the situation 
at hand. Sometimes that choice is restricted by the requirements of the context of use, 
as e.g. is the case when EM is used in an IS development project that uses a particular 
method and tool-set. In other cases the choice of EM approach is up to the EM 
practitioner. Based on her/his knowledge about the problem at hand, the requirements 
on the EM result, the preferences and modeling skill level of the modeling group, and 
the context in which EM will be used the EM practitioner will choose an appropriate 
approach. The professional EM practitioner will have a “tool-box” of potential 
methods for different purposes that she/he is able to use. Independently of whether the 
EM practitioner has the choice of approach, the approach often needs to be tailored to 
fit the situation at hand and she/he will then need to be able to assess the 
consequences of any changes made to the approach.  

In participatory EM the ability to interview involved domain experts before the EM 
session is critical. In this situation the social skills of the EM practitioner are essential, 
such as e.g. ability to listen, ability to read body language. In a discrete way the EM 
practitioner needs to ask the domain expert what should be talked about in the 
modeling session and also try to find out what topics should be avoided and why. 

For EM to have effect in its context of use, it needs to be focused towards a 
particular goal or problem. This pertains both to the overall EM project level and to 
each EM session. The ability to define a relevant problem that is feasible to model 
based on the information that the EM practitioner can obtain is, therefore, important. 
This ability is very much related to the ability to interview domain experts. In this 
ability the capacities to conceptualize, generalize and to assess the relationships 
between different problems are included. An essential aspect of defining the relevant 
problems is the ability to spot hidden agendas, which builds both on the practitioner’s 
previous experience but also on her/his social skills and ability to “read between the 
lines” in a conversation. Unidentified hidden agendas can potentially cause problems 
later on in the EM project. Assessing the complexity of a problem is also part of 
defining a problem. Problem complexity is a heavy influence on the planning of the 
project both in terms of activities and resources. It can be argued that it is impossible 
to define a clear problem on the outset and that it will change as the project proceeds. 
This is true, but in order for the project to become operative at least a “working 
problem” is needed. 

In planning an EM project and an EM session the ability to define requirements on 
the results are essential in order for project/session goals to be achieved. These 
requirements relate to the models that are to be produced as well as what is to be 
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achieved by these models. Sometimes the requirements have to do with the process 
itself. E.g. by involving certain stakeholders and having them listen to what other 
stakeholders have to say in a participatory EM session, certain change decisions can 
be made less dramatic for the organization. The EM practitioner should also keep in 
mind that the models produced is the tangible result of modeling, but equally 
important is the intangible result – participants’ changed thinking and understanding 
of the problem. 

The ability to establish a modeling project is critical in order to create the most 
beneficial conditions for the EM project. Favorable conditions will increase the 
chances of obtaining the desirable effects of EM. Conditions involve resources in 
terms of time and competence (domain as well as EM practitioner competence) as 
well as authority for EM project participants to act freely and make decisions within 
the project definition. This ability is essential in any project.  

The result of modeling will be used for a specified purpose. In order for that 
purpose to be fulfilled the users of the result need to understand it and its 
implications. This means that the modeling practitioner will have to present it in oral 
and/or written form to them. Depending on the target audience, certain aspects of the 
result will need to be emphasized or toned down. E.g. presenting project results to a 
group of managers the detailed data structure of the supporting IS can be omitted. 
This requires an ability to adjust a presentation of project results and issues related to 
them to various stakeholders. 

An EM project is a signal to the organization that change of some kind is 
imminent. This means that various stakeholders will try to influence the EM 
practitioner so that their own goals will be those of the EM project. To navigate 
between the wishes of various stakeholders while upholding the EM project goal is, 
therefore, a critical competence. More about the challenges involved in tackling this 
problem can be found in [38].  

EM projects typically deliver a solution to a business problem. The solution 
usually consists of an organizational design proposal (which might include an IT 
solution) reflected in Enterprise Models. A partially intangible outcome of the EM 
project is the supporting set of decisions and commitment to implement the solution. 
 

Table 2. Matching of EM process steps to core competences 

Process 
Ability 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 

to model X X
to facilitate modeling sessions X
to interview involved domain experts X
to define a problem X X X X
to define requirements on the results X X X
to establish a modeling project X
to adjust presentation of project results X X
to navigate between the wishes of 
stakeholders while upholding a defined 
project strategy  

X X X X X

to assess the impact of the modeling result and 
the modeling process in the organization 

X X X X X
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An example issues to consider are: would the solution appear to be inappropriately 
bureaucratic, democratic, authoritative; what kind of implementation activities are 
needed, etc. An ability to assess the impact of the modeling result and the modeling 
process in the organization is therefore needed to drive the modeling effort towards a 
solution that has a high probability of being implemented within the organization.  

In Table 2 the core competences are summarized and mapped to the process steps 
defined in Figure 1. 

6   Concluding Remarks 

In this paper we have identified a set of core competencies based on a large number of 
EM projects and EM sessions conducted during more than 10 years. One important 
message in our findings is that the quality of the outcome of EM does not only depend 
on the practitioner’s ability to model and to lead modeling sessions. At least as 
important is the EM practitioner’s ability to manage an EM project. This means that 
being a professional EM practitioner involves integrating core modeling activities into 
an overall EM project management process that is geared towards effectively 
fulfilling the goals of the EM project. As a consequence, the role of managing EM 
projects is not something for the inexperienced EM practitioner.   

Looking at EM education and training, particularly in the university context, it is 
mostly focused on the ability to model. Often it is assumed that with that ability 
comes, automatically, the ability to facilitate modeling sessions and particularly to 
manage EM projects. Based on our research we find that this is clearly not the case. In 
consequence, the education and training of EM practitioners should focus more on 
aspects related to effectively managing EM in its context of use.   
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